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Puppy Monkey Baby Running Rampant in Schmeeckle Reserve
from Michael Scott, regional manager for a small paper company,
while he was attempting to surAustin .Krueger@uwsp.edu
vive off the land in the depths of
According to multiple eyewit- Schmeeckle.
"I was making a bandana out of
ness reports, a puppy monkey baby
has been spotted running around the arm of my suit when I looked
up and saw a cute pug across from
Schmeeckle Reserve.
Along with wearing a diaper, me," Scott said. "When it stood up
the puppy monkey baby is said to and had a monkey's body and a bahave a pug's face, a monkey's up- by's legs, I had no option but to run
per body and tail and a baby's low- in fear for my life."
Since Scott's claims, Schmeecker body.
has
become a local hot spot for
le
The first report of the puppy
tourists
and students who want to
monkey baby came on March 21
AUSTIN KRUEGER
CONTRIBUTOR

take their shot at sighting the rare Theman claims he witnessed the
puppy monkey baby swinging tree
puppy monkey baby.
In an attempt to draw out the to tree and making his presence felt
creature, people have entered amongst the other animals.
"It looked like the creature was
Schmeeckle with their dogs and
going
around trying to lick other
some will go to the extreme of even
animals
on the cheek and afterward
dressing in grown up diapers.
would
run
off drinking a Mountain
Dan Theman,
deputy
of
Dew
that
it
pulled from its diaper,"
Schmeeckle Reserve, has taken a
more secretive approach to spotting Theman said.
It is unknown where the pupthe creature by entering the park at
midnight and using his night vision py monkey baby lives within
goggles to increase his spying capa- Schmeeckle but Theman reports
that he has seen the animal carrybilities.
From his nights on the prowl, ing a bucket full of Mountain Dew
continued on page 9
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Managing Editor
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I'm not funny, at least not in
the hahaha she's hilarious and
should be a stand-up comedian
way at least.
... Maybe in the Meg Ryan,
slightly neurotic sort of way.
You know, where she is just
a blithering idiot running
around with ner head cut off
and slightly dY.sfunctional but
still pretty kick-ass all at the
same time. ·
I guess in that way I'm funny.
But when it. comes to
writin9 satirical articles, I am
certainly not funny. And since
all the content the Pointer
publishes is laughable, I've
cfecided that I can't do this
anymore and I'm dropping out
of college.
Now.you know what is funny?
Politics is funny. Hahaha quite
laughable really. But w~'re not
going to talk about that because
what our nation really needs to
focus on is building a wall.
Why would we build a wall?
To keep all of the amazingness
out, ooviouslyl
So ,nowthatwe'veestablished
that the amazingness is out
there somewhere, and not here
around us, I am dropping out of
college and moving. I'm moving
somewhere "Out There."
Heck, who needs a college
degree? I'm going to give
myself a degree ... A degree in
Amazingness ... a degree from
"Out There" ___ not here.
So sayonara my fell ow
Pointers and Stevens Point.
Please enjoy your highly safe and
structured nation surrounded
by walls. I never liked fenced
in spaces anyway.
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Kickstart that it is very protective of.
"It would stop whatever it
was doing and utilize a small
baby rattler to fend off any
animal that approached the
bucket of Kickstart," Theman
said.
The puppy monkey baby
was first seen on a Mountain
Dew Kickstart ad that was
aired during the most recent
Super Bowl and apparently

stole all of the Mountain Dew
products from the set of the
commercial when making its
escape.
While nobody knows what
has drawn the puppy monkey baby to Stevens Point, local scientist Bill Nye believes
that there could be a la:rge
Mountain Dew reserve under the surface of Schmeeckle
that drew the animal here.
"After collecting samples,

traces of Mountain Dew have
been found in the grounds of
Schmeeckle that I believe can
be sensed by the puppy monkey baby and thus explain
why it has migrated here,"
Nye said.
Local officials are encouraging anyone who sees the
puppy monkey baby to try
and peacefully capture the
animal, using Mountain Dew
as bait.

The Pointer is a student-run
newspaper published weekly
for the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point. The Pointer staff is
solely responsible for content and
editorial policy.
No article is available for
inspection prior to publication.
No article is available for further
publication without expressed written
permission of The Pointer staff.
The
Pointer
is
printed
Wednesdays during the academic
year with a circulation of 3,000 copies.
The paper is free to all tuition-paying
students. Non-student subscription
price is $10 per academic year.
Letters to the editor can be
mailed or delivered to The Pointer,
104 CAC, University of Wisconsin
- Stevens Point, Stevens Point, WI
54481, or sent by e-mail to pointer@
uwsp.edu. We reserve the right to
deny publication of any letter for
any reason. We also reserve the
right to edit letters for inappropriate
length or content. Names will be
withheld from publication only if an
appropriate reason is given.
Letters to the editor and all other
material submitted to The Pointer
becomes the property of The Pointer.
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Chancellor Bernie Patterson has
released a new policy stating students can now have animals in the
residential halls.
A petition was signed by all the
students and presented to the Student Government Association. At
first it was rejected as there were
concerns about safety and cleanliness.
After amending the petition to
include a requirement that students
must have a single room or live in
the Suites @200 in order to have an
animal the president of SGA, Luna
Lovegood, and Patterson approved

etition as a policy.
_
"We decided to pass the petition because we realize that there
are several hurdles and barriers for
new students and reducing one of
them will improve the quality of
life for our on campus students,"
Lovegood, senior wizarding naturalist major, said.
SGA also added a new amendment to the policy to include size
restrictions. The maximum height
is 6 feet and the maximum weight
restriction is 2,200 pounds.
The policy has been well received by the majority of the students. Previously only service,
assistance and disability animals
were permitted in the residential
halls and in academic buildings.

"One of the biggest challenges I
faced moving to a new city for college was leaving behind my Hippogriff. Having him here will make
college less stressful and more
manageable," Rubeus Hagrid, junior magical creatures studies majorF said.
Some students have voiced
their worries at the weekly senate
meetings. Among those students
was Draco Malfoy, senior dark arts
major.
"My neighbor brought a baby
Hungarian horntail dragon into
his room and one day it got out. It
was still learning to control its fire
breathing ability so it burnt a hole
through my door and all my school
books were destroyed," Malfoy

'f

said.
The Stth,ens Point commnait
members have expressed their support of the policy as well.
"It is obvious that students are
a lot happier now that their beloved
pets are with them. It's definitely
very interesting to see all the different variety of animals on campus. I
love talking to students about their
animals and learning more about
different species," Molly Weasley, a
shop owner said.
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point has now become a
leading example to other colleges
around the U.S. and tours have
even been set up so others can visit
the campus and its animals.
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Trump Plans to Hold Rally at UWSP Campus
SOPHIE STICKELMAIER
NEWS EDITOR

sstic52o@uwsp.edu

Republican presidential front-runner Donald Trump has confirmed that
he will be stopping in Stevens Point to
hold a rally in hopes of gaining support
from the student demographic of Wisconsin.
Trump will be conducting his rally
on April 1 at 2 p.m. on the sundial. He
urges students to remain as peaceful and
accepting as he is.
"There's no violence, none whatsoever," he said. "It's a lovefest."
Students across W1SConsin are planning to make their way to Stevens Point
to witness the three hour rally.
Sally Hayter, junior political science
major, is the president of the white supremacist group, National Youth Alliance, and believes Trumps visit will have
a wonderful impact on the community.
"We cannot wait for April 1. Hundreds of our members will be there to
show support and love for Mr. Trump.

He is exactly what this nation needs,"
said Hayter. "I just really hope he talks
about the wall, that'll get everyone really
amped up."
Trump said he will be discussing
the wall he plans to build between Mexico and the U.S., as well as the finances
that will be going into its construction.
"I will build a great wall - and nobody builds walls better than me, believe me - and I'll build them very inexpensively. I will build a great, great
wall on our southern border, and I will
make Mexico pay for that wall. Mark my
words," Trump said.
He explained his number one reason for the wall is safety.
"When Mexico sends its people,
they' re not sending the best. They' re not
sending you, they' re sending people that
have lots of problems and they're bringing those problems with us. They're
bringing drugs. They' re bring crime.
They're rapists ... And some, I assume,
are good people."
Resistant Life, a college based anti-immigration organization, will also

be attending the April 1 rally. Edward
Aschole, president of Resistant Life, believes they will have approximately one
hundred members of their organization
present.
"We are super excited to have a candidate who finally understands the evil
within immigrants. All they do is work,
we need people who will actually contribute to society," Aschole said.
Trump hopes the rally will be a
chance for him to speak out and explain
to students why they should trust in him
to revive America. He explained that the
ideas that once made America great have
been crippled by many, especially President Obama. However, he believes that
with a few minor adjustments America
may rise again.
"Sadly, the American dream is
dead," said Trump. "But if I get elected, I
will bring it back, bigger and better than
ever.
Writers note: Every Trump quote
within this article is factual.
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to transfer to UW-River

GENEVIEVE
ADAMSKI
REPORTER

Falls."

gadam59o@uwsp.edu

Falls is projected to re-

The town of River

ceive a large influx of our
Starting in the fall of students because half of
2016, University of WIS- the town's population is
consin-Stevens Point will actually consumable farm
only provide vegan food animals.
The administration
options at all campus dinbelieves the campus will
ing locations.
The switch was not lose a large amount of stufounded on the ideals dents, but studies show
of animal rights, instead that the students that stay
the reasoning behind this will be more likely to live
meal plan is due to the longer due to the healthy
positive health and en- vegan meals. 1his longer
vironmental benefits of lifespan of alumni will
provide campus with a
vegan diets.
Veganism and vege- greater amount of time to
tarianism often get con- call past students and ask
fused, vegetarian diets do them to donate money
not include meat. No beef, before they die.
chicken, fish or anything
The goal of a longer
that was once a living lifespan for the students
animal. A vegan diet con- stems from multiple studsists of only plant matter, ies showing that vegans
no animal products are are at a lower risk for carconsumed. 1his includes diovascular disease, type
2 diabetes and various
eggs, milk and cheese.
This decision has al- cancers. Plant-heavy food
ready met a great deal of is also very high in fiber
opposition from students. and low in unhealthy sat1ravis
Murican, urated fats.
However, protein infreslunan
camouflage
major said, "It is my con- take is a big concern for
stitutional right to eat many students, especialwhatever food I want. I ly the athletes, who are
have already made plans commonly found star-
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Students Have Beef With Vegan Meal Plan
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Even if the animals are
raised in confinement,
which most are, they are
fed crops like com.
Growing com uses
a lot of land. If the land
used to grow com for cattle was instead used for
people, we could feed so
many more humans.
With large concentrations of animals, comes
large concentrations of
animal waste, which not
only pollutes waterways,
but the methane emissions from livestock add
to climate change.
In comparison to a
vegetarian diet, a vegan
diet uses less water, land
and produces a smaller
carbon output.
Kale Quinoa, sophomore barefoot major
said, "Our school has
been recognized as an
environmentally friendly
campus. It's time for us to
break apart from the pack
and become the most environmentally friendly
campus."
The
meal
plan
change is projected to decrease the number of students attending UWSP by
about 98 percent.
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ing into mirrors and lifting up heavy objects in
the Health Enhancement
Center.
Most believe that
plant-based diets cannot
provide enough protein
for humans, but plenty of
protein can be obtained
from beans and lentils.
Most Americans eat twice
as much protein as they
need daily, too much animal protein has been
known to increase the risk
of osteoporosis.
Marie Ipsum, senior
health promotion and
wellness major said, "It
makes sense because this
campus has been called
the home of wellness. It's
time we put our money
where our mouth is."
UW-Lacrosse's
health program, known
to compete with UW-Stevens Point, has recently
announced plans to create a gluten-free campus
in response to our meal
plan.
The environmental
impacts of eating a heavy
animal-based diet are
astounding. The land usage needed for animals,
raised for meat or for milk
is astronomically high.
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UWSP Approves Race Walking as Newest larsitv Sport
KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
SPORTS EDITOR
kbrid3o5@uwsp.edu

.
Janeiro host.ing the
With Rio de
this summer;
·c Games
.
2016 Olymp1
overwhelming inthere has been an f UWSP students
w sports or
t·
.
.
"th the utmos interest in ne
to participate in, w1walking
b
· po lied
terest ei·ng in race
SP students
Last fall, U~ new sport they
to choose wh1c~ added to the
thought sh~uld th~etics roster and
Pointer varsity a d wi·th flying colrace wa lk.in g posse
ors.

.
f II of 2016, race
Starting in t~e ~e a varsity sport
walking will officially t t UWSP.
offered to all studen s a .d she is an
Suzanne Skipper s~~ng as she
advocate in race wart for '13 years
d ·n the spo
compete I
nd even won a
h grew up a
when s
hen she was 16. .
national title w
dad were 1nter11My mom and_ to sports when I
ested in getting me in lking was quite
was little and race ';,~he said . 111 parpopular in my ~r~~'meets across the
ticipated in vano
on the national
t and even w
11
coun ry
. when I was 16.
championship~ he thinks of herself
Skipper said s d will do everyas a team leader an te the most efthing she can to ere~ of race walkficient, talented grou

~

ers.

outs and select
IIAfterwe hold try ent UWSP, we
the athletes to rep~~y-sometimes
will practice everyh day-to ensure
up to five h?urs e~~ best collegiate

t .. Skipper said.
team in the coun ias been a race
Calvin Walker the last 12 years
walking coach for to lead the Point0 nd was called up
·
ers as
11 hea d co ach · erience leading

·ty race walking tea~s
women's vars1 . to this semesters
will take place pnf; to 12, for several
.
final exams, M~~t time.
hours each try T g list for tryouts 1s
While the wa1 in t Skipper and
th momen,
1have vast ~xp
t athletes in lengthy at e .
ged everyone
h·ng
I
dlfferen
.
11
and coac
h II he said.
Walker both enco~~ahtest interest to
1 who has even the sIQ
my 12 years as coac e'nough intern garner
hope we ca
rfy our athletes attend.
t fter O couple of
est in the sport to qu~~ international
111 believe th? awill become the
for national and ev
Years, race walkindg most successful
· J
meets."
Walker said he most popu lar
SP an
II Walker said.(M1nn.
In the long run,
host the 2016 sport at UW
P · ters can
. at 12 p.m. on p ril 3 in De Pere.
hopes the oin . h·p meet this
.
I champions I
nahona
UWSP campus.
summer on the
d surrounding ar11The MAC an
feet environId be the per
t·
eas wou
host to such a pres 1ments to play d hope we can all
I
gious meet an
h and prove
. h rd enoug
train
a
.1n the commut everyone
~ty that the Pointers can
ni
a national team
kearn
title in race .wa
.1ng, 11 Walker said.
.d
Skipper SOI
h has heard
s fot of rumblings
~bout how popular the newly offered
sport will be.
111 have heard from
friends and
a l<?t ~f mJ that people
their fri~n !a er to be a
are quite t gm "she said.
rt f the ea ,
I
pa o
tly there are a mosf~npe,ople signed up
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on the list for tryouts. en's and
Tryouts for the m
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-------DEBOT FINALLY BEGINS To DELIVER
-------

CAROLINE CHALK
REPORTER

"I think the delivery idea is a
good one. It's ridiculous to ask stuWrapon believes that after April
dents to walk five minutes every
Last semester students became
1, her diet Will consist mostly of
day
just
to
get
a
good
meal,"
Burincreasingly frustrated with the genston said.
wraps and burritos.
long commute they have to endure
Jenna Pizzaro, sophomore biolBurgenston believes that delivin order to eat a proper meal on
ogy major, is strongly opposed to
campus.
ering
to
students
will
raise
De
Bot'
s
sales.
the dining hall's new option. PizzaUpper and Lower DeBot have
ro is a resident of Smith Hall, and
"Who knows, maybe I'll be able
been receiving major backlash in
get
a raise sometime in the near does not plan on having Lower Deto
recent months, because students
future. Ultimately, that is the goal," Bot deliver food to her dorm room.
are tired of trekking across cam- Burgenston said.
"I think it takes away the imporpus to eat.
tance of socializing at dinner. People
freshman
Tiffany
Wrapon,
Lower DeBot, in response to the
chemistry major, lives in Watson are going to be less likely to leave
backlash, will begin delivering
Hall on campus. Wrapon feels that their rooms and talk to one another
food to students in residence
if they can have their food delivered
halls. As of April I students will Lower DeBot should have started to them," Pizzaro said.
delivering to students a long time
have the option to get burritos, ago.
Pizarro acknowledges that she
wraps, burgers and pizzas deis one of the only students on cam"As a freshman, I did not expect pus that feels this way.
livered to them at their convenience.
eating to become such an inconve"I am going to continue to take
nience. It is ridiculous that there has
Gregory Burgenston, sophnot already been a delivery system the five minute walk to Lower Deomore communication major, put in place," Wrapon said.
Bot to get my food," Pizzaro said.
is a manager at Lower DeBot.
According to Burgenston,
Wrapon said that she will be an avid
there will be one employee
user of Lower De Bot' s new option.
per shift that Will be availShe is looking forward to leaving
able to deliver food to stuher dorm room as little as possible
dents on campus.
now that she can get her meals delivered.
ccha/845@uwsp.edu
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Belts' and Carl D's Battle for Stevens
Polnt Soft Serve lee Cream Supremacy.
CHARLES KLUMB
REPORTER

cklum166@uwsp.edu
As the temperature rises and the
snow goes away, the lines for soft
serve ice cream at Belts' and Carl D's
explodes.
These two establishments have
battled for customers for the past
year, and recently it escalated to
new heights.
The altercation hit its peak when
both owners went at each other in a
good old fashioned soft serve creation competition that had to be broken up by Stevens Point police chief,
Skip Lawless.
"I got a bunch of calls from citizens with concerns about what was

going on. With it being the first really nice Saturday I knew both places
would be crowded, but the chaos
was something I've never seen before," Lawless said.
The weather rose to 74 degrees
on Saturday, and the lines were
out to the road. Owner of Belts'
Scoop Jacoby is no stranger to large
crowds, but with the recent success
of Carl D's, he has had to make some
adjustments.
"We had a special buy one get
one half-off deal that we surprised
everybody with on Saturday. Once
Carl D's got word of this they
sprung on an even better deal of get
a large cone and get a medium free,"
Jacoby said. "That's when I knew today was going to be different."

WELL MAKE YOUR
EASTER CANDY
INTO FLURRIES
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Different it was, as Carl D's
owner Cole Eclaire left his post at
Carl D's and made his way over to
Belts' to challenge Jacoby to a soft
serve creation competition with the
winner forcing the loser to close
their shop for the rest of the day.
"When Cole showed up, we had
no clue what was going to happen,
all he had in his hand was a gallon
of ice cream and a scoop," University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point senior
Jamal "Triple Scoop" Johnson said.
The two agreed to battle, and
had 15 minutes to create the flavor
of their choice that would be judged
by Johnson, infamous customer of
both establishments.
"I felt a ton of pressure. I have
been here for four years and I had

$eb
SERVE

SOFT

Photos by Allison Birr

two specific flavors in mind I was
hoping they would make, and they
didn't make either of them," Johnson said.
"Triple Scoop" was hoping for
French silk from Belts' and red raspberry from Carl D's. Instead, he got
chocolate thunder from Belts' and
yellow cake batter from Carl D's.
The sweat coming from Eclaire' s
forehead was prominent as he mistakenly dropped one of the three
scoops allowed to be dropped on
the cone and he tried to make up for
it by being exceedingly better than
Jacoby's chocolate thunder.
"Chocolate thunder is one of
my more underrated flavors, when
I saw him drop the scoop I knew I
was in the clear," Jacoby said.
When Johnson gave a look of
disappointment as he gave the yellow cake batter a lick, and a smile
of approval as the chocolate thunder
entered his mouth, Eclaire already
knew the verdict.
Eclaire decided to create chaos
and started throwing utensils across
the table at Jacoby, prompting an all
out ice cream free-for-all.
"When I arrived on the scene
there was ice cream flying everywhere. I got hit with some cookies
and cream and luckily that was my
favorite flavor so I took a lick off my
shirt and addressed the situation,"
Lawless said.
Lawless threatened to arrest
both owners, but was bribed with
a triple scoop of each place's finest
soft serve ice cream.
When the dust completely settled, Belts' wound up on top, and
Carl D's had to close for the rest
of the day, driving all customers to
Belts'.
"I was confident in my ability
and I am glad I came out on top.
The students of UWSP know who
the number one soft serve ice cream
spot in the town is," Jacoby said.
For Eclaire, it is back to the
drawing board.
"We're up and coming, and I
know one day soon we will come
out on top and take the crown from
Belts'," Eclaire said .
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Campus Coffee
ANNA SHOOTENHEIMERFEISTER
ONLINE EDITOR
Aschu445@uwsp.edu

Students on campus have been seen sleeping, screaming and
crying in classrooms this past week and it is not because of their
homework or exams.
On March 28, Chancellor Bernie Patterson issued a ban on coffee consumption throughout the entire UWSP campus. The ban
comes as a result of a Facebook quiz that the chancellor took titled
"What Ridiculous Ban Will Help Your College Students Thrive?"
"I truly believe that this is a sign," Patterson said. "I only want
what is best for our students."
Coffee is not allowed on campus in any form, including coffee
brewed at home. Protective services has been ordered to guard each
door of every building on campus. Every cup and portable mug
must be examined before entering the building.
"I honestly think it's a huge waste of time and money," said
Molly Missescoffee, junior graphic design major and coffee dependent. "We will not let the chancellor take away our sanity."
Missescoffee hopes that the chancellor will reconsider his decision after he notices the outrage from students.
"I see probably 15 students passed out in stairwells on a daily
basis," said Eli Espressolover, sophomore mathematics major and
impacted student. "I'm forced to actually get up early just so I can
overdose on espresso shots before coming to campus. By the afternoon, I begin to shake from lack of caffeine."
The Basement Brewhaus and all other coffee purchasing
spots have removed the beverage
and espresso-based products
from their menus. This has
already drastically affected
sales of these businesses.
A rally has been scheduled for Friday, April 1 outside
of Old Main. Students plan on
throwing coffee at Old Main to
express their outrage.
"Our rally may be on
April 1 but it is far from a joke,"
Missesscoffee said. "Coffee is
like oxygen to almost every college student. Without it, none of
us will last the rest of our college
careers, let alone this semester."
Students are encouraged to
tweet, mail, call and text the chanPhoto by Danielle Barry
cellor to voice their opinions.
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SKIP DAYS HOPE TO
ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY
JENNA KOSLOWSKI
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

days," Sleeps said.
The chancellor is not the only one
jkosl669@uwsp.edu
who thinks this is a good idea, students in every major rejoiced when
Four new holidays have been this announcement was made.
added to the calendar for the 2016 fall
Macie Water, senior water major,
semester, all of which are called Skip said "It's a great idea. It's good to skip
Day, and one can be taken for every . just for mental health, we can go back
year a student has been enrolled.
to classes re-energized and focused."
College is a stressful time for evSome professors do not see it that
eryone and students skip class for a way. Professor Stiffs, of the biology devariety of reasons including laziness, partment, has students of all years.
sleep, brown bag flu and other home"It's going to be inconvenient to
work. After Chancellor Sleeps realized have students missing every day. They
this, it was a no-brainer for him to in- should learn to balance out their lives
corporate skip days.
and this is the time to do it," he said.
"Everyone wants to think acaFreshman Skip Day will be Friday,
demics are the most important thing, Nov. 14, 2016, in order for them to get a
but as a young adult, sometimes men- taste of what it is like to have no Friday
tal health is more important." Sleeps classes before scheduling for the next
said.
year.
Unlike during high school skip
Sophomore Skip Day will be
days, students will not be punished. Thursday, Dec. 15, 2016 in order to
Instead they will be rewarded. Each give them a day before Finals start to
grade will receive 100 percent on any- study. After all, grades are of the utthing they are to miss. This will be in- most importance.
disputable by professors of any rank
Junior Skip Day will be Monday,
and will not count as a missed day for Nov. 28, 2016 in order for students to
anyone, and no one will be awarded finish any homework they have over
for attending classes on their skip day. Thanksgiving break that they have not
The administration believes this finished.
will cut down on other skip days and
Senior Skip Day will be Monday,
will raise students' grades. They con- Oct. 17, 2016, in order for those to residered creating a fifth for the students cover from homecoming and finish the
who have been here for more than four homecoming they inevitably put off in
years, but decided against it.
order to party.
"They're here for one of two reaAfter seeing how these holidays
sons: They are either failing and need go over during fall semester they may
to attend class or are so invested in be built into the spring semester as
their classes they want to go. Either well.
way they have already had four skip
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Cus~od.to1 S~o.ff E~~ers Tktrd. 'Do.~ of S~rtke
PAIGE RUDICK
REPORTER
jkosl669@uwsp.edu

The university's Academic Custodial Work Unit has disbanded and is participating in an active strike until their
demands are properly met.
For several months custodial staff
has filed many complaints about their
overwhelming duties and lack of resources. The staff believes that two
shifts is not enough time to complete
all their assigned duties.
Steve Edseth, Academic Custodial Supervisor and conspirator of the
ongoing strike, said, "We clean it one
moment and turn our backs just to do it
again ."
Edseth blames many students' uncleanliness on their busy schedules.
"There's no way we can clean effectively with the time and manpower
given," Edseth said.
Custodial staff on campus works in
two shifts from 5 a.m. to 10:30 p .m. daily and on weekends.
Edseth demands adding a shift,
hiring two new employees and constructing a seminar on cleanliness for
students.
He said, "We receive regular training on cleaning, the students should be

aware as well."
son refused to make a strong position,
Academic
Custodial
Program but said, "It's not easy to do the work
Manager Tammy Larson has been they do and they are missed."
Patterson has attempted to pick
working with Chancellor Bernie Patterson to meet the demands of the staff up the staffs duti es
and bring them back to work. Larson in his office but
claims she is not taking sides, but will has had trouble allocatstand by her staff if it comes to it.
the
"Chancellor Patterson and I are ing
doing the best we can to ensure the dumpschool's health and clean environ- sters .
H e
ment," Larson said.
Many staff have reported in the has
past that the green-friendly products
don't work as well, so in order for the
campus to remain clean they must
work twice as hard.
Other than Larson, the other custodial staff member to not go on
strike is Academic Custodial Lead,
Todd Reiss.
He said, "I'm protecting
the campus when I do my
job and that's what I plan
on doing."
Reiss went on to
quote The Rolling
Stones "You Can't
Always Get What
You Want" lyrics
saying, "I got
At.
what I need."
PatterCAUTIOW

been reported regularly bringing his
offices' trash home with him .
While Edseth strongly holds his
position, Reiss counters that kids are
messy and they smell and that's never going to change. Edseth and Reiss,
who have been long time friends, are
no longer on speaking terms.
The organized strike enters its third
day of withholding services and students are starting to notice.
Taylor Pruyne, junior biology
major, said, "I hadn't understood the gratification I have
towards the custodial staff."
Pruyne refuses to use
building faculties until
the staff returns.
Patterson and Larson
are working on an
agreement
with
staff so that they
can return to
work as soon
as possible.
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JENNA KOSLOWSKI
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
jkosl669@uwsp.edu

A new grading scale will be put
into effect beginning Friday, April 1.
In an effort to advance grading into the 21st Century, students'
grades will now come in the form of
emojis. These emojis will range from
heart-eyed faces to a pile of poop.
Instead of having a range of letters, there will be a range of emojis,
which may vary from professor to professor. Some, prefer to have a throwup face instead of poop, others say
they mean different things and will
use both .
However, not all emojis are allowed. They have to be on the Android keyboard and cannot include
the red 100 because this is too similar
to the previous grading scale.
This new grading scale creates a
sense of individuality, something that
will set the teachers' grading apart.
Instead of striving for an A, students
can strive for the heart eyes, or a
beach scene.
"To me the beach scene says the
student is working way too hard and

needs to go relax by a beach," Mary
Sandy, health 101 professor, said.
Sandy said that may not even
rank very high on her scale because
students need to have a social life
outside of a 100-level, easy-A class.
This new grading scale will give her
the flexibility to tell them this in the
form of an emoji.
Alma Peregrine is a professor of
psychology. She believes this emoji grading system will enhance students' will to get a good grade.
"It's like when kids get a sticker
on their paper, it makes them feel
good," she said. "Plus no one wants
to see poop on their paper, it will
create an atmosphere where people
strive to see the hearts."
This change has been deliberated for the past four years, and students are glad to see it is finally being
implemented .
"I think it will really benefit students once they get to the real world,
after all you won't get a proposal
back with a Don it. Instead you might
see your boss read it and turn green,"
Jacob Portman, senior business major, said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
I

For Rent:
Very nice. energy-efficient four
bedroom apartment. across
street from Old Main. Two full
bathrooms. Fully insulated. with
individually keyed dead bolt locks
on bedroom and entry doors.
All bedrooms totally or partially
remodeled. Private entrance.
Newer appliances: central air
conditioning. On site parking.
Available May 29. 2016. Twelve
month contract. 715-321-4801 or

2501 and 2525 4th Ave
Quality 3 bedroom apartments
located 2 blocks from UWSP.
All apartments include:
dishwasher.refrigerator.
microwave.stove. air
conditioner and on-site laundry.
Call or text Dave @
715-341-0826 for more info.

EVERYTRIN
A POINTE
NEEDS
LOCATED
THE DUC

djspranger@gmail.com

carlsonmaintenance@gmail.com
POINT PLACE APTS
RENTING FOR 2016-2017
SCHOOL YEAR

6 bedroom/2 bath available
fornext school year.

4 bedroom home: 2. 4 and
5 bedroom apartments.

12 and 9 month options.
ALL BASIC UTILITIES INCLUDED.

Close to campus!

In-unit laundry. off street parking.

Pat Arnold
Andra Properties. LLC

See them at
rentcandlewood.com

715-340-0062

or call 715-344-7524

1-4 BR Apts. Duplex's.
Townhouses. and Houses.
Immediate Openings. 1 Block
to Campus. Also leasing for the
2016-2017 School Year.
anchorapartments@yahoo.com
715-341-4455

Now leasing 3 bedroom
apartments. 2901 5th Avenue ..
for groups of 3-5 people.
Refrigerator. range. D/W.
microwave. A/C. These
apartments have 1.5 bathrooms
and lots of closet space. Bus
service 1 block away!

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT
FOR RENT
AVAILABLE JULY 2016 FOR
SUMMER & 2016-2017 FALL and
SPRING Semesters
In quiet neighborhood
5 Blocks from UWSP
LARGE Bedroom. New Bathroom.
Nice Living Room. Kitchen.
Walk in Closet
VERY WELL KEPT

Secure vour freedom
trom college debt
Serve part-time in the Guard, and you'll be eligible for at least
four financial benefits to help pay for school. f'Ne're talking
thousands of dollars.)
Plus, join the ROTC program,
and you're eligible for even
more benefits, and you'll
graduate as an officer with
officer-level pay ($$$).
Full-time school. Part-time
service. And a future
without loads of debt.

Heat and water included.
off street parking provided
$325 per month (1 person)
2nd person adds $100.00 per
month
Non-smokers. No Pets!
Call 715-457-2688 or jpac@tds.net

Brian McIntyre. 715-340-9858
Programs and Benefits Subject to Change

GREAT APARTMENT AVAILABLE
2016-17
4 bed. 2 bath. air conditioned
in great location. Microwave.
dishwasher & laundry in unit.
Heat. electric & water included.
Landlord plows. shovels & mows
lawn. Call Robin
715-570-4272.

5/6 bedroom townhouses
available for fall 2016. Rent
includes heat and property is
located on bus route.
Call Seth (715)340-5902

5-BR house available Sept 1st
3 blocks to UWSP. parking
laundry. large rooms. garage.
$1295/semester/student
Call 715-341-0412

p

You can
advertise here!
Contact us at:
pointerad@uwsp.edu
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~ WINTER BLUES GETTING YOU DOWN?
7'ud SftWJft. 7'ud SwtUtl.eJ'.. 7'ud UW. ~ OJiM..
OVER 80 ONLINE SUMMER COURSES
We're offering m.u.r. Summer Sessions to help you stay on track.
•
•
•
•
»
»
»

Summer I : 5/31 - 8/19 (12. week doss)
Summer 11 : 5/31 - 6/17 (3 week doss)
Summer Ill : 6/13 - 8/8 (8 week doss)
Summer IV: 7/11 - 8/19 (6 week class)

$2.38/credit-Lowest online tuition in the UW System
Transferable credits
Consortium agreement-you may be able to use your fmancial aid
from UW-Stevens Point to pay for on online class at UWCO.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

•

Colleges
Online

online.uwc.edu
Bn-449-1877

By Jonathan Seymour

TAKING
HER 50
LONG?

A PRETIY SMALL
CAMPUS ... SHE
CAN'T BE FAR

WHEN YOU GUYS SAID
'COFFEE SHOP', I DIDN'T
THINK YOU GUYS MEANT
THIS ONE ...

I STOPPED IN ALL THIRTY
SHOPS WE HAVE ON

12 I
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